
a Carefully remove all model parts from boards (a toothpick may 
   help to push out the smaller parts).

b Connect parts 1 and 3 with part 2 (use glue). Note on which 
   side part 1 is connected.  

c Fit parts 4 and 5 together as indicated. Add part from previous 
   step. Pay careful attention to the orientation of the pieces.    

d Glue part 6 in place. Pay careful attention to the orientation. 
e Complete the inner drawer by gluing part 7 in place. Note   
   the long tabs should be on the same side as the maze 
   section.    

The completed inner drawer. The gap for the key (part k) on 
the non-maze section is highlighted. Ensure that the bottom 
(and all other pieces) is in the orientation as indicated.  

f Slide part 9 through part 10. Glue the thicker part of 8 into 
  part 9. Ensure it is flush with the back (see steps g and j). 
  DO NOT glue part 9 to part 10 – it should be able to slide up 
  and down freely!

g Glue two feet (parts 11) in place. Keep the opening diagonally 
from the sliding leg OPEN.  



h Push parts 12 through three holes of part 5 (round ends 
   should face outwards – i.e. it should look the same as front 
   side from inner drawer, see step e). Secure in place with a 
   drop of glue. Keep the indicted hole open. 

i Glue parts 13, 14, 15 and the outer bottom (step g) together.  

Ensure that the sliding leg moves freely while the glue dries.

j Glue the outer side (step h) to the rest of the box (step i) as
  indicated. Make sure that the open hole is in the right right 
  orientation relative to the sliding leg!   

The box is completed and can now be closed.

k To close the box, place the inner lid (16) on the inner drawer 
   section. Slide the drawer into the outer part of the box. Ensure 
   that the sliding leg is pulled fully down. Move the sliding leg up 
   and down through the maze section as the drawer is slowly 
   pushed in.

l Finally, place the key leg (k) in place.

Here are the 13 steps for opening the box.

 1. Remove the key leg (carefully pull each leg until one comes 
      out completely).
 2. Push the node closest to the leg that was removed (the 
      nodes are on the small side and protrude a bit). The inner 
      drawer should open a bit. 
 3. Pull the leg diagonally from where the key leg was removed  3. Pull the leg diagonally from where the key leg was removed 
      down. It should move down a bit.
 4. Navigate the rest of the maze by pushing the leg up and 
      down while opening the drawer (see maze diagram).

       a. Pull drawer out
       b. Pull leg down
       c. Pull drawer out
       d. Push leg up       d. Push leg up
       e. Pull drawer out
        f.  Pull leg down while pushing the drawer back in
       g. Pull drawer out
       h. Pull leg down
        i. Pull drawer out completely

 5. The inner lid can now be removed.

Tip: Don’t pull the leg/drawer until it stops (for any given step) since 
there are several “catches” to lock the pieces in place (see maze 
diagram). Rather feel by gently pulling in the direction as indicated 
in the following step until the next piece moves into the open slot. 


